Abstract: Nlatched-fieldtracking algorithms, using as input a set of ambiguity surfaces generated by matchedfreldprocessing, have been successfully applied to track sources moving linearly or on a circular path at constant speed and heading.
INTRODUCTION
Matched-Field Processing (MFP) matches a measured acoustic field with a predicted field, breed on a model of the environment and a propagation model, for all possible locations of an acoustic source in a search region (1) . The result is an ambiguity surface whose value at a position represents the likelihood that the source is present at that position in the search region. If hIFP is repeated for data collected over a length of time, the result is a series of ambiguity surfaces whose information may be combined to track a source moving linearly at constant speed and heading (2). The Piecewise Tracking Algorithm (PTA) described in the next section was designed so that the start and end surfaces of the linear track are estimated, rather than ssurned known a ptioti.
PIECEWISE TRACKING ALGORITHM
The linear PTA consists of four sets of computations, the first three of which are the same as that for the previously described Matched-Field Tracking (MFT) algorithm (2). The computations are: (i) for each of the N$ surfaces the positions of the largest NP~peaks are determined; (ii) all possible linear tracks joining two peaks on different surfaces are found. These are called combinatorics tracks; (iii) a constraint to realistic maximum speeds for the target is imposed to reduce the combinatorics tracks to the physically possible tracks; (iv) the most significant section of a track is then determined by finding 1 and J where 1< I < J < N, such that the weighted track SNR (1) is maximized. Here i and j are the surfaces of the the two peaks used to form a track, where, without loss of generality, it is assumed z < j. 1 and J are the start and stop surfaces of the significant track. The conditions 1< i and J > j ensure the track passes through the positions associated with the peaks on surfaces i and j used to form the track. This condition could be removed. B(r~) is the Bartlett output for the normalized replica vector rk associated with the position of the possible source of the ktk surface along the track. Alsõ '(rk) is defined as~(rk) -Z, and Z and s are the average value and standard deviation respectively of the Bartlett statistic in noise alone. Finally, ck is the Bartlett output (signal only) at the kth point, along the track normalized over the N,, points in the track:
where Ak is the theoretical unnorrnalized Bartlett output (signal only) associated with the position of the possible source on the kth surface along the track. In other words Ak is proportional to the magnitude of the unnormalized replica vector. In the unweighed or uniform weighted algorithm, ck =~. An indication of the PTA's performance was obtained using simulated data, The noise was~surned to be spatially white with Gaussian amplitude and the signal, if present, a constant with unknown uniformly distributed phase. These idealized assumptions are used to model many environments (1) . Propagation effects were simulated by making the signal propagation a normal random variable with standard deviation aW. Bartlett statistics were formed from these data. They represent the values on a straight line through a series of ambiguity surfaces. Performance is defined as the mean absolute error to which the start and end surfaces of the track are found as a function of the track SNR, number of samples used to form the Bartlett statistics, number of ambiguity surfaces and signal propagation parameter OW. Table 1 gives a typical result,.
It is seen that for fixed SNR the mean absolute error incremes as the propagation standard deviation increases. In this c~e, and all cases studied, to minimize errors in deterrninining the start and end track surfaces, the unweighed algorithm should be used for very low track SNR and the weighted algorithm for high track SNR. For the cases studied the weighted algorithm determined the start and end surfaces of the source track with a mean absolute error less than two when the track SNR w= 13 or more and aW ww 2.4 or less.
SUMMARY
OF PTA PERFORMANCE OF PACIFIC SHELF 93 DATA
The PACIFIC SHELF 93 trial included a series of ocean experiments conducted at a site on the continental slope and shelf regions off Vancouver Island, in the North-East Pacific. The experiments and MFT results are described in Ozard et al (2). The weighted three dimensional PTA, when run on the same set of data, yielded almost identical results to that obtained using MFT. The weighted track SNR was 15-19 dB. The PTA and MFT depth and range estimates were in good agreement with the true source values. The bearing estimates were not so accurate as they were determined solely from environmental symmetry splitting and an extremely small tilt of the vertical line array. These results suggat that for sources with these track SNR'S, the start and end positions of linear track segments need not be known a ptioti, but can be estimated during the tracking process.
